Dr. K

We hope you enjoy the exciting news and events we have to share with you this semester!

Dear Mentors, Investors, and Entrepreneurship Students,

Read the full article by Startup MGZN

Marriott's Web3 Strategy Explained: 'It's about amplifying value across the company's

Now it has partnered with Build In Tulsa, whose mission is to "build the infrastructure

Read the full article by Skift

After helping make traveling through airports easier than ever, secure identity

Read the full article by TravelPulse

Today, Expedia Group is launching a new startup accelerator program, called Open

Engage, Surprise, & Delight—Reimagine Guest

Read the full article by TechCrunch

Clear Enters Hotel Industry Through Partnership With Virdee

Read the full article by TechCrunch

(Bloomberg's Katie Roof, a former TechCruncher, first reported that TripActions was

But the rules that supplanted the conventional wisdom became all the more ironclad

As we close out the third quarter and look ahead to Q3 venture capital results (early

Success is not the key to happiness. Happiness is the key to

Albert Schweitzer, German-French Theologian

potential investors. The premise is that it could be made in a few minutes, should

Each of the six finalists will have exactly 8 minutes to pitch their venture ideas in

To forecast — to raise a Series A today? Or a Series B?

But it all matters in different stages. What does a startup need to have done — and what does it need

As we close out the third quarter and look ahead to Q3 venture capital results (early
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As we close out the third quarter and look ahead to Q3 venture capital results (early